
How do you rescue a failing business? Surely this has been a popular question in

recent years given the shear number of companies facing unrelenting economic adversity,

worldwide. Finance Monthly spoke to Verto Partners’ Don Bibeault, a leading turnaround

practitioner and Lifetime Award winner, to get some answers to this burning question.
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Please tell us more about yourself and your

professional background.

I've been a turnaround professional for over

40 years both as a turnaround CEO and as an

advisor to numerous companies including

five multibillion dollar companies. My first

turnaround began in 1970 and we got the

shareholders eight times entry value. I then

embarked on an independent career and I've

been CEO nine times and an advisor in dozens

of other “Mission Impossible” situations. 

In 1981 McGraw-Hill published my book

“Corporate Turnaround” which is considered

the Bible of the industry. In 1987 I helped

found the Turnaround Management

Association which is now a worldwide

organization. TMA honoured me with the first

ever Lifetime Achievement Award for my

work. My latest turnaround, visible to the

public, is Bsquare Corporation which went

from losses of $73 million to great profitability

while tripling revenue. I have a bachelor’s

degree in electrical engineering; an MBA

from Columbia University and a PhD in

microeconomics from Golden Gate University.

What more can you tell us about Verto

Partners? 

Along with Harry Gray and Richard

Lindenmuth, I founded Verto Partners in

2009 as a partnership of turnaround

executives with significant operating

experience. A differentiating factor is that the

operating partners have leadership experience

as CEOs; great educations and leadership

honed as officers in the United States military.

We do not use multi-layered teams staffed by

smart but inexperienced juniors. When you

engage Verto Partners, you get hands -on

experience, not the slick sales partner.

How does the current turnaround landscape

look from where you are? 

The need for experienced turnaround

professionals has never been greater due to the

current economic circumstances. However, I

see a major disconnect between that need and

how the need is being resourced. Due to recent

changes in the U.S. bankruptcy code, fewer

companies can emerge successfully, most

collapsing under the weight of huge

professional fees. The lending banks do not

seem to have patience to seek an operational

turnaround but would rather get out of a

problem loan by selling it to a third-party.

Third-party funds have a dismal track record

in reviving troubled companies. They are often

able to liquidate the company at a favourable

rate only because they bought loans cheaply

from a bank. All these factors have a

deleterious effect on outcomes including the

loss of jobs with collateral damage on suppliers

and on families.

In your experience, what are the most common

problems facing businesses seeking your

services? 

The predominant problem is a management

which embraces an inappropriate strategy and

executes poorly. From a strategic standpoint

managers are periodically unhappy with the

mediocre results of their core business, and

move into areas they do not know and should

never be in. From an operational standpoint

the most common error is trying to be all

things to all people; accepting any customer

profitable or not; and providing them a

proliferation of products many of which are

also unprofitable.

How do you rescue a failing business? 

You rescue a failing business by being

stubbornly objective about whether there is a

viable core that can support even a modified

capital structure. You determine a viable core

by dissecting a business into performance

profiles. I find that as few as 20% of customers

provide more than 100% of profitability.

Contrary to what inexperienced economists

teach in universities, companies display

appalling dis-economies of scale in their

overhead structures. Companies maintain

large overhead costs supporting unprofitable

customers. Product proliferation is extremely

costly; is often related to unprofitable

customers; and it greatly complicates the

distribution process. Our approach is unique

because we know not only how to find a viable

core but how to off load the unprofitable parts

of the business.

There are a lot more companies that could be

saved than are being saved. This problem is

caused by the current structure of our financial

institutions. If you're a principal officer of an

underperforming company, definitely do not

seek advice from a financial mechanic with an

accounting mind-set. This is akin to trying to

win a tough battle with quartermaster troops

who've been pressed into service compared to

Special Forces, trained and experienced in

combat. There is unique substantial value in

dealing with people who are proven leaders

and have exceptional operating track records

in a multitude of situations. Within almost any

troubled company, resides a profitable

core. Very few people know how to move from

their current overextended position to the core

business. It takes special talent, objective

insight, operating experience and a certain

mind-set to accomplish a successful

turnaround.
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